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BUSINESS INTELLIGENCE
FOR LAW FIRMS
Access critical corporate governance, gain
market intelligence and insights into public
companies, industries and law firm peers.
With Audit Analytics’ hard-to-get data, analysis and intelligence
law firms can:

Audit Analytics is used by
most of the AMLAW top 20
to proactively monitor the
quality of financial reporting
of public companies, help

• Quickly access and understand complex corporate governance issues

identify companies on the

• Isolate early stages of financial reporting stress, red flags and irregularities

cusp of becoming financially

• Enhance “know-your-customer” focused initiatives
• Benchmark common risks across industry segments, companies and timeframes

The Law Firm Intelligence subscription optimizes your time with
comprehensive databases of actionable intelligence, expert analysis,
and timely customizable email alerts.
• Monitor year over year financial reporting risks with links directly to the expert
analysis of each event

distressed, as well as ramping
up internal capabilities to
advise on corporate
governance issues.

• Boost productivity with custom alerts on actionable intelligence based on your needs
• Save time and resources by having critical information in one place

^ Easily monitor financial stress, red flags and irregularities from our Company Profile pages.
See back for a sample list of available Red Flags.
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Audit Analytics is the only provider to bring all of this data together, with new indicators and
metrics continually being added and updated. The following is a partial list of the red flags
currently available:
• FINANCIAL REPORTING

• INSIDERS

• AUDITORS

		° Changes in Accounting Estimates
		° Out of Period Adjustments
		° Financial Restatements

		° CEO Changes
		° CFO Changes
		° General Counsel Moves

• CONTROLS

• STAKEHOLDERS

		° Disclosure Controls (SOX 302) – Adverse
		° Internal Controls (SOX 404) – Adverse
		° Late Filings (Form NT)

		° Material Litigation
		° Shareholder Activism

		° Auditor Change
		° Audit Fees – Significant Changes
		° Audit Opinions – Going Concern
		° Auditor Tenure
		° Auditor Ratification –
			 Significant Vote Against

SEE AUDIT ANALYTICS IN ACTION
Monitor year over year risks in one-single click. Here is an example of the Risk Matrix for a company:

Access summarized
historical data.

Search by specific filters
including company,
industry, market cap,
time frame, exchange,
law firm and more.
Allowing you insight
into current and future

Click any box to view
the expert analysis.

red flags for companies
and segments.

Identify a leading
critical event. In this
example, there were
four critical events the
following year.
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Audit Analytics is a trusted provider of public company disclosure intelligence. Top law firms, global and national accounting firms, financial
institutions, regulators, and universities rely on Audit Analytics data and insight to gain a competitive edge. Contact Audit Analytics for
a personalized online demonstration and learn how you can leverage our data to grow your business.
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